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The sheer exuberance of On My Own (1979) managed to stand out even amidst a bountiful crop of
1980's pop/rock. No one had captured the spirit of new wave quite like Michael McDonald. Opening
with its horn-drenched title track, the film-friendly anthem represented a departure for McDonald's
music, its gospel-tinged soul and psychedelic rock elements contrasting starkly with its stripped-

down, horn-driven approach. The album showcased his phenomenal vocal range and ability to juggle
R&B, gospel, and rock elements in a unique and beguiling style, combining the swagger of Sly Stone
with the theatrical flair of Stevie Wonder. The album led to even more success, including a top-five

hit with Reaching Out, his first Top 10 pop single. How many artists could have seen their career rise
in the face of an image problem in the early '80s? That question, however, doesn't even exist for

Michael McDonald, who remained a transcendent vocalist who could translate all of the cross-genre
musical tastes of the previous 30 years into first-rate pop/rock tunes. Aside from reinventing himself
with the Doobie Brothers, McDonald's debut solo album of '82, A'clock When Love & Time Serve You

Right, represented not only one of the most successful debuts ever by a lead singer, but a record
that had a huge impact on artists throughout the decade. Yet what makes it so notable isn't just its

very existence; A'clock... stands as a masterwork by an artist who understood his strengths and
embraced the skills that would be essential to his success as a solo artist. 5ec8ef588b
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